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Kurzfassung 

 
Residente Gedächtnis CD8+ T-Zellen (Trm) verbleiben nach einer Infektion im 

peripheren und lymphoiden Gewebe und bilden eine erste Verteidigungslinie gegen 

wiederkehrende Erreger. Ihre phänotypischen Eigenschaften und ihre 

Ortsgebundenheit sind gut untersucht, dennoch gibt es noch große Unklarheiten über 

ihre genaue Funktion, Kinetik und Beständigkeit während einer Reinfektion. Dies liegt 

im Besonderen daran, dass bislang keine Fate-Mapping Systeme zur Verfügung 

standen, die eine zuverlässige, eindeutige und langfristige Identifikation ermöglichen.  

In dieser Arbeit wird daher erstmals das Verhalten und der spezifische funktionelle 

Beitrag von Trm während einer Reinfektion mit Hilfe eines neuen, hochspezifischen 

Trm-Fate-Mapping-Modells untersucht.  

Das Fate-Mapping System ermöglicht die zuverlässige Markierung von Trm zu 

streng kontrollierten Zeitpunkten und eine Nachverfolgung über lange Zeiträume 

hinweg. 

Während systemischer oder lokaler Restimulation zeigten CD103+ Trm ein 

unerwartet geringes Reexpansionspotential und wurden durch neu gebildete CD103+ 

Trm ausgetauscht. Es wurde nachgewiesen, dass sich CD103+ Trm weder in der 

Peripherie noch in drainierenden Lymphknoten während der Reinfektion wieder finden, 

was ihre Ortsgebundenheit demonstrierte. Eine RNA-Sequenzierung zeigte, dass 

CD103+ Trm früh während der Reinfektion von Inflammation reaktiviert werden können 

und über eine zusätzliche antigenspezifische Gensignatur verfügen, die die Balance 

zwischen Pathogenabwehr und Gewebeschutz leistet. 

Dies führte zu der Schlussfolgerung, dass CD103+ Trm den Host nicht durch ihre 

Reexpansion schützen, sondern in Geweben auf Antigen reagieren und übermäßige 

Gewebeschädigung verhindern.  



 

 

Abstract 

 

Resident memory CD8+ T cells (Trm) remain in peripheral and lymphoid tissues 

after infection and form a first line of defense against recurrent pathogens. Their 

phenotypic properties and residence are well studied, yet there is still much uncertainty 

about their precise function, kinetics, and persistence during reinfection. This is since 

no fate-mapping systems have been available so far that allow reliable, unambiguous, 

and long-term identification.  

This work therefore investigates for the first time the behavior and specific 

functional contribution of Trm during reinfection using a new, highly specific Trm fate-

mapping model.  

The fate-mapping system allows reliable labelling of Trm at tightly controlled time 

points and tracking over long periods of time. 

During systemic or local restimulation, CD103+ Trm showed an unexpectedly low 

reexpansion potential and were replaced by newly formed CD103+ Trm. CD103+ Trm 

were not found in the periphery or in draining lymph nodes during reinfection, which 

demonstrates their site-specificity.  

RNA-sequencing revealed that CD103+ Trm can be reactivated by inflammation 

early during reinfection and show an additional gene set in response to cognate 

restimulation, which balances pathogen elimination with tissue integrity.  

This led to the conclusion, that CD103+ Trm do not protect by reexpansion but act 

as sentinels that protect the host from pathogens and prevent excess tissue damage. 
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Introduction 

 

 

1.1 The protective immune system  
The immune system is constantly defending the host from infections caused by 

pathogens like viruses or bacteria. In the process, pathogens are cleared, and 

protection mechanisms are installed against future reinfections. An improved 

understanding of the underlying mechanisms allows to support and induce these 

defense mechanisms for improved immediate and future protection. 

The immune response uses versatile mechanisms to recognize pathogens and 

render them harmless. During the process, the immune response is tailored from a 

broad antigen unspecific reaction to a highly pathogen specific intervention. First the 

innate immune response acts fast and recognizes conserved foreign structures or 

signs of host damage rapidly and highly specific. Cells of the innate immune system 

can directly mediate defense mechanisms, like phagocytosis, and induce an 

inflammatory state of the infected tissue by producing pro-inflammatory cytokines 

(Chertov et al. 2000; Larsson et al. 1999; Carrero et al. 2004). If the infection cannot 

be eliminated by the innate immune response their action leads to an induction of the 

adaptive immune response and a containment of the pathogen at the site of infection 

(Germain 1994).  

The adaptive immune response is induced in local lymphoid tissue, which leads to 

the activation of T cells and B cells. They have the unique ability to react to a great 

variety of pathogen derived antigens and form immunological memory. B cells produce 

antibodies, that are secreted to flag foreign agents as dangerous and thereby lead to 

neutralization of pathogens (Seidman and Leder 1978). T cells are divided into CD4+ 

T cells and CD8+ T cells and recognize intracellularly processed antigens that are 

presented by specialized proteins on the surface of the body’s own cells (Guermonprez 
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et al. 2002). Therefore, CD8+ T cells specifically recognize and kill intracellularly 

infected cells and eliminate pathogens that bypass antibody-mediated immunity, while 

CD4+ T cells are known to activate other cell-types during infection (Zinkernagel and 

Doherty 1974a; Butz and Bevan 1998; Miller and Mitchell 1968; Heinzel et al. 1989; 

Bennett et al. 1998). Infections generally trigger T cell and B cell responses as their 

interplay is important to reach sterilizing immunity. Yet, some pathogens are more 

effectively eliminated by specific immune cells and intracellular infections of bacteria 

and viruses are particularly vulnerable to an effective CD8+ T cell response. Thus, a 

deeper knowledge of their kinetics and effector mechanisms enables knowledge-

based utilization of these cells against new and recurrent intracellular pathogens. 
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1.2 CD8+ T cell mediated immunity 
CD8+ T cells are a crucial part of the adaptive immune system because they 

specifically recognize intracellular pathogens and can directly kill infected cells. During 

an immune response, a small pool of antigen specific naïve CD8+ T cells undergoes 

massive clonal expansion to form a large amount of effector and a small population of 

memory CD8+ T cells. Effector cells confer the immediate killing of infected cells. After 

resolution of the infection a high number of these cells die and memory cells persist as 

a reservoir for protection against reinfection (Kaech et al. 2003). The memory 

compartment of CD8+ T cells is diverse and can be divided into functionally distinct 

subsets by homing markers on their surface, effector potential, recirculation routes and 

proliferation capacity.  

 Effector memory T cells (Tem) are characterized by a highly cytotoxic response to 

reinfection and the ability to recirculate between blood and peripheral tissues (Sallusto 

et al. 1999). Central memory T cells (Tcm) show a high proliferative potential and 

recirculate in the lymph between secondary lymphoid organs through high endothelial 

venules, which is mediated by CCR7 and CD62L expression (Sallusto et al. 1999). A 

third circulating subset, named peripheral memory T cells, surveys peripheral tissues 

and can enter secondary lymphoid organs by CCR7 and CD62L, but mainly uses 

afferent lymphatics (Gerlach et al. 2016). After the discovery of the different 

recirculating memory T cell subsets another subset, which resides in the tissue after 

infection was discovered. These tissue resident memory cells (Trm) are positioned at 

entry points of pathogens and are therefore a favorable local defense that can quickly 

resolve infection and prevent dissemination of the pathogen to other sites in the body 

(Mackay et al. 2012). Protection during reinfection is thought to be mediated by an 

interplay of all subsets and recent research has provided insights into the mechanisms 

of how circulating and resident memory cells cooperate to resolve infection (Ariotti et 

al. 2014; Beura et al. 2019). Nevertheless, key questions about the biology and recall 

response of Trm are to a large extent not understood. With an improved understanding 

of the development and behavior of these cells, they can be better induced and utilized 

for efficient protection. 
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1.2.1 Location and gene-expression define Trm 

Trm are highly abundant in peripheral tissues and are thought to act as the first line 

of defense in barrier tissues against reinfection (Masopust and Soerens 2019). 

Residency was first proposed for cells that remained in the skin and root ganglia after 

herpes simplex virus (HSV) infection and in the small intestine after lymphocytic 

choriomeningitis virus (LCMV) infection (Gebhardt et al. 2009; Masopust et al. 2010). 

Parabiosis experiments showed a non-mixing resident memory subset between 

conjoined mice and microscopic analysis further substantiated the existence of Trm 

(Steinert et al. 2015).  

To gain insight into the function of Trm and set them apart from other memory 

subsets a genetic core signature of Trm from lung, gut and skin was defined by 

microarray analysis in comparison to circulating memory cells (Mackay et al. 2013a). 

This reinforced the insight, that Trm do comprise a unique memory subset and are 

distinct from Tem, that also can recirculate through non-lymphoid tissue. 

Recently, Hobit, Blimp1 and Runx3 were identified as key transcription factors that 

lead to Trm development (Mackay et al. 2016; Milner et al. 2017; Milner et al. 2020). 

On the surface Trm show a specific phenotype, that comprises markers like CD103 

and or CD69 with one or both of them found on most Trm and additional organ specific 

markers like CD101, CD49a, PD-1 or CXCR6 (Szabo et al. 2019). During steady-state 

surface markers are a valuable tool to discriminate circulating from resident cells and 

their regulation can give insight into the differentiation and maintenance of Trm.  

 

1.2.1.1 CD69 – a marker for activation and residency 

CD69 is a dynamically expressed molecule in T cell differentiation and its role for 

Trm function is still under investigation. Early after CD8+ T cell stimulation CD69 is 

upregulated and serves as an early activation marker, as CD69 protein can be detected 

already 2 h after activation (Simms and Ellis 1996). CD69 is a type II C lectin receptor, 

that was shown to be regulated by nuclear factor-κB, AP-1 and erythroblast 

transformation-specific related gene-1 (López-Cabrera et al. 1995). Recently CD69 

was also related to tissue residency, as it can be found on many Trm in different organs 

(Mackay et al. 2013a). 

As CD69 is an indicator for recent antigen encounter, it was thought that the 

maintenance of Trm could be antigen dependent. Nevertheless, in the gut the 

maintenance of Trm was shown to be independent of persistent antigen presentation 
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(Casey et al. 2012). Furthermore, “emptiness induced proliferation” of OT1 cells in 

lymphopenic RAG-/- mice resulted in similar proportions of Trm in the small intestine as 

after acute viral infection (Casey et al. 2012).  

CD69 abundance on Trm was rather found to be linked to downregulation of tissue 

egress markers like S1PR1 than recent antigen encounter (Skon et al. 2013). Skon et 

al. showed a link of CD69 and S1PR1 expression and the transcription factor KLF2. 

KLF2 directly enhances expression of S1PR1 and CD62L, which promote tissue 

egress, but left CD69 mRNA expression levels unchanged (Bai et al. 2007). 

Nevertheless, overexpression of KLF2 led to a great decrease in surface expression 

of CD69 protein. It was concluded that KLF2 does not directly inhibit CD69 expression, 

but that cells with low KLF2 expression also do not express high levels of S1PR1, 

which engages in competitive protein-protein interactions with CD69.  

Although almost all Trm express CD69 on their surface, Trm may have variant 

dependency on CD69 for their establishment in different organs, as knockout mice for 

CD69 still show homing and stable resident cells in peripheral organs (Walsh et al. 

2019). Furthermore, CD69 expression was observed on CD8+ T cells that were 

photoconverted during memory phase in the skin and left after antigen re-encounter to 

accumulate in draining lymph nodes (Beura et al. 2018b). Therefore, Trm may express 

CD69 and stably stay within tissues, nevertheless, their reaction to restimulation 

cannot be foreseen based solely on CD69 expression. 

 

1.2.1.2 CD103 – a core Trm marker shaped by the tissue microenvironment 

The surface molecule CD103 was defined as a key surface marker for CD8+ Trm 

(Mackay et al. 2013b; Hardenberg et al. 2018). It binds as a dimer with integrin β7 to 

E-cadherin, which is expressed on epithelial cells (Hadley et al. 1997). Thereby, CD103 

helps to position Trm near entry points of pathogens. The establishment of local 

memory depends on the recruitment of T cells into non-lymphoid tissues and their 

retention after the clearance of the infection. For the small intestine, T cells use α4β7 

integrin and CCR9 to enter the organ. These molecules are upregulated during T cell 

priming in mesenteric lymph nodes and the spleen (Masopust et al. 2010). Upon arrival, 

T cells downregulate CCR9 and upregulate CD103, CD69 and integrin α1 (Zhang and 

Bevan 2013). This shift in surface molecules was attributed to a specific 

microenvironment including a high abundance of TGF-β, which was shown to induce 

CD103 expression on CD8+ T cells in vitro (Kilshaw and Murant 1990), in a graft versus 
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host disease model and on virus activated T cells in vivo (El-Asady et al. 2005; Casey 

et al. 2012; Masopust et al. 2006). The influence of organ specific TGF-β signaling was 

emphasized by experiments showing that TGF-β receptor signaling in the spleen 

decreases integrin α4β7 expression in T cells and thus reduces their potential to home 

to the gut, whereas TGF-β receptor signaling in the gut increases tissue retention by 

upregulation of CD103 (Zhang and Bevan 2013). The importance of 

microenvironmental clues was also highlighted by transfer experiments of CD103+ Trm 

into recipient mice, that were infected with LCMV Armstrong. The data showed that the 

CD103+ Trm seeded into the spleen and acquired a phenotype associated with 

markers specific for this tissue, eventually losing the CD103 expression (Masopust et 

al. 2006). Yet, it exists a slight preference of homing to original tissue accompanied by 

seeding into various tissue locations after reinfection (Masopust et al. 2004). The 

flexibility of the residency phenotype was also shown in a study where CD103 

expression induced by TGF-β could be overridden, by local inflammatory cytokines like 

IFN-β and IL-12 rendering two resident populations that express different levels of 

CD103 while maintaining CD69 expression (Bergsbaken et al. 2017).  

The exact function of CD103 still misses the conclusive link of CD103 function 

beyond tissue retention. Some studies tried to target this issue by in vitro killing assays 

that cocultured cytotoxic CD103+ CD8+ T cells with target cells expressing E-cadherin 

(Smyth et al. 2007). In the assay antibodies that inhibited the interaction of CD103 and 

E-cadherin induced a reduced killing ability of CD103+ CD8+ T cells (Smyth et al. 2007). 

Another study has shown a more causal relationship of CD103 and killing as it 

presented that the polarization of cytotoxic granules is dependent on CD103 

engagement with E-cadherin (Le Floc'h et al. 2007). In general, recent insights hint to 

a complex role of CD103, with an importance in Trm which goes beyond mere 

adhesion. 

 

1.2.2 Trm in inflammation 

To implement Trm in knowledge-based interventions to install immune protection 

against future infections, it is crucial to know how Trm are contributing to rechallenge 

and local inflammation. Recent insights characterize Trm as cells that possess the 

potential to rapidly react to reinfection and induce an anti-pathogenic status specific to 

their tissue (Ariotti et al. 2014). To achieve this, many Trm express high transcript 

levels of chemokines like CCL3, CCL4 and XCL1 during quiescent state and release 
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effector cytokines and molecules like INF-γ and GranzymeB during reinfection 

(McMaster et al. 2015; Schenkel et al. 2013; Mackay et al. 2016; Fernandez-Ruiz et 

al. 2016). Further, Trm have the ability to proliferate in situ after antigen reencounter 

and the local response to pathogens attracts circulating memory T cells (Beura et al. 

2018a; Park et al. 2018).  

Additionally, the residency status of Trm during reinfection is still under debate as 

certain Trm were found to stay in their organ as well as Trm characterized by CD69 

expression were found in draining lymph nodes after restimulation (Beura et al. 2018b; 

Park et al. 2018; Behr et al. 2020). So, recent insights show that specific cells that 

acquired a Trm like phenotype during primary infection or during reinfection might have 

the ability to migrate out of the tissue. 

Therefore, recent findings hint that Trm are important mediators of local immunity 

and may be a source for circulating memory cells. Nevertheless, further reliable 

evidence is needed what specific contribution to protection is uniquely based on Trm. 
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1.3 Aim of the study 
The long-term fate of Trm and their contribution during rechallenge is currently 

intensively studied. Trm are largely defined by their location in tissues and retention 

markers on their surface. During rechallenge the clear distinction of truly resident cells 

and cells that immigrate into the tissue becomes increasingly difficult.  

The aim of this study is to establish highly specific models and methods that clearly 

mark Trm and enable fate-mapping of Trm, establish a quantitative imaging approach 

to observe immune cells in situ and investigate the specific contribution of Trm during 

reinfection.  

The first objective is to confirm the specificity of two fate-mapping models for Trm 

based on common Trm markers. The model is based on the inducible ERT2-Cre, which 

is either controlled by CD69 or CD103 expression and excises a floxed STOP codon 

in front of different fluorescent reporter genes. This enables fate-mapping of Trm. 

Figure 1 shows an example for the fate-mapping system based on CD103 expression. 

 

 

 
Figure 1: Illustration of reporter system for the example of CD103 driven expression of 
zsGreen. CD103 expression drives ERT2-Cre expression. After tamoxifen administration, 

ERT2-Cre can translocate to the nucleus and excise the STOP codon in front of zsGreen. This 

leads to a permanent, temporally controlled labelling of the cell. 

 

The second objective is to establish a Trm specific rescue system, that eliminates 

the circulating memory compartment and leaves the CD103+ Trm population intact. 

The system is based on the insertion of a floxed diphtheria toxin receptor (DTR) into 

the genome of mice, which can be excised by CD103 driven ERT2-Cre. This enables 
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the specific rescue of CD103+ Trm after tamoxifen application, as the floxed DTR is 

excised and the cells do not die after DTX exposure, as seen in figure 2 

. 

 

 
 

Figure 2: Rescue system for Trm. CD103+ Trm are rescued from DTX induced cell death by 

excision of the floxed DTR by a CD103 driven ERT2-Cre. 

 

The third objective is the setup of a quantitative imaging method, that enables the 

visualization of cells in tissues and an unbiased assessment of their interaction and 

location. 

The last objective is to delineate the behavior of Trm during rechallenge. Therefore, 

Trm are phenotypically, numerically, and genetically analyzed. 

In conclusion, this work aims to characterize the behavior of Trm in steady state 

and during reinfection with a temporally tightly controlled and cell subset specific fate-

mapping system. Further, it presents a valuable rescue model for Trm and an unbiased 

imaging approach, which can be used to delineate specific functional contributions of 

Trm during rechallenge.  



  

 

 

  
Methods 
 

 

2.1 Mice 

2.1.1 Host mice 

To study T cell function in vivo C57BL/6 mice (Bl6 mice) obtained from Charles 

River were generally used as hosts for transfer experiments. Vβ5 TCRβ only 

transgenic mice obtained by P. Fink were used if a risk of rejection of the transferred 

cells due to e.g. reporter expression was expected (Dillon et al. 1994). 

 

2.1.2 Transgene models to study cell function 

Biotechnological methods enable the engineering of TCR specificity, cell type 

specific and temporally controlled activation of reporter genes or rescue of certain cell 

types. This allows fate-mapping of cell subsets and attribution of specific functions to 

single cell subsets. The basis of gene specific and temporal control are modified 

enzymes like ERT2-Cre which can be combined with TCR transgenes, reporter genes 

or rescue systems. 

 

2.1.2.1 TCR engineered mice and reporter mice 

TCR transgenic mice are a useful tool to study T cell responses in vivo, as they 

allow easy tracing of antigen specific cells. OT-1 TCR transgenic mice recognizing the 

peptide Ova257-264 from OVA were obtained from Jackson Laboratory (Bar Harbor, 

Maine, USA) (Hogquist et al. 1994). P14 TCR transgenic mice recognizing the peptide 

gp33-41 of LCMV were provided by A. Oxenius (ETHZ, Switzerland) (Pircher et al. 

1990). Reporter mice Ai6(RCL-ZsGreen), R26-stop-EYFP, Ai14 (RCL-dtomato) and 

Nur77GFP were also obtained from Jackson Laboratory.  
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2.1.2.2 ERT2-Cre based fate-mapping and rescue mice 

The mouse strains CD103-ERT2-Cre and CD69-ERT2-Cre were generated by 

usage of a BAC containing the entire coding sequence for Cre and ERT2, including a 

linker and a final SV40 poly(A) sequence downstream of a CD103-5´-UTR or CD69-

5´-UTR, respectively. Pronuclear injection was performed by the Institut Clinique de la 

Souris and the Mouse Clinical Institute (MCI) (Alsace, France).  

Cre recombinase is a 38 kDa protein from bacteriophage P1, that can mediate 

excision, inversion and translocation of DNA, depending on the orientation of loxP 

sequences on the DNA strand (Sauer and Henderson 1988). The sequence of Cre 

was modified to enhance expression efficiency by codon optimization and reducing 

CpG content (Shimshek et al. 2002). In settings where tight temporal control over DNA 

excision events is necessary, ERT2, a triple mutated estrogen receptor, is fused to Cre 

(Feil et al. 2009). Thereby, without binding of synthetic estrogen receptor ligand 4-

hydroxytamoxifen (OHT) to ERT2, Cre cannot translocate to the nucleus. When OHT is 

applied the fusion protein can enter the nucleus and Cre can mediate the excision. In 

vivo mice are treated with tamoxifen and liver enzymes convert it into the active 

metabolite OHT (Whitfield et al. 2015).  

For the mouse strain DTR-loxp a BAC containing the floxed human Diphtheria toxin 

receptor with a SV40 poly(A) sequence under the control of a Rosa promoter was 

generated and pronuclear injection was performed in the Karolinska Institutet Mouse 

Models (Karolinska Center for Transgene Technologies Comparative Medicine, 

Karolinska Institutet Stockholm, Sweden). 

Diphtheria toxin (DTX) is produced by Corynebacterium diphtheriae. It is composed 

of DTX-A and DTX-B, with DTX-B mediating internalization into cells by receptor 

mediated endocytosis (Tsuneoka et al. 1993; Draper and Simon 1980). The acidic 

conditions in the late endosome lead to the entry of DTX-A into the cytosol, where it 

inhibits protein synthesis by inactivating elongation factor 2 (Sandvig and Olsnes 1980; 

Saito et al. 2001). The diphtheria toxin receptor (DTR) is the membrane bound form of 

the heparin-binding EGF-like growth factor (Schneider and Wolf 2009; Naglich et al. 

1992). In rats and mice the receptor comprises amino-acid changes, that renders their 

cells 105 times less susceptible to DTX than human cells (Mitamura et al. 1995; 

Pappenheimer et al. 1982). Therefore, inserting the simian DTR in mouse cells 

restores their sensitivity to DTX and creates a tool for ablating specific cell types. 
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There are two ways to use the DTR-DTX system to ablate cells. Either a specific 

cell type is targeted by DTX, which has been done for example for regulatory T cells 

(Tregs) (Kim et al. 2007). The DTR was inserted into the 3’ untranslated region of 

Foxp3, a vital factor for Tregs. After DTX application Tregs were depleted, and mice 

developed autoimmune disease. Therefore, the model helped to gain insight in 

immune regulation by Tregs. The other approach is to use a floxed DTR, that is 

expressed in all cell types, but not in Cre expressing cells. This was first done by gene 

targeting of embryonic stem cells in Terminator mice, which have the floxed DTR 

knocked into the Rosa26 locus (Guo et al. 2013). This approach helped to obtain pure 

primary culture cell subsets from various organs, because cells of interest expressed 

Cre and thus protected desired cells from ablation by DTX. Here only the variant with 

the floxed simian Diphtheria toxin receptor was used. 

 All BACs were generated by Gene Bridges (Heidelberg, Germany). Mice were 

bred, maintained, and infected in specific pathogen-free facilities of the Technical 

University of Munich. 

Experiments were performed in male or female mice that were at least six weeks 

old in compliance with the institutional and governmental regulations in Germany and 

were approved by the responsible veterinarian authorities of the Regierung von 

Oberbayern in Germany. 

 

2.2 Tamoxifen preparation and administration 
Tamoxifen was dissolved in corn oil at a concentration of 20 mg/ml by shaking the 

solution for 1 h in the dark at 37 °C. Mice received 100 mg/kg tamoxifen by 

intraperitoneal injection (i.p.). For in vitro applications, the active component of 

tamoxifen OHT was used at a concentration of 500 ng/ml. 

 

2.3 Diphtheria toxin preparation and administration 
Diphtheria toxin was solved in PBS at a concentration of 2mg/ml. The mice were 

given 50 µg/kg by i.p. injection. 
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2.4  Infections 

2.4.1 Listeria monocytogenes 

Listeria monocytogenes (Lm) is a gram-positive bacterium, that can infect 

phagocytic and non-phagocytic cells intercellularly. Thereby, proteins from the bacteria 

end up on MHC class I complexes and elicit CD8+ T cell immune responses. Lm enters 

cells inside a vacuole, which it escapes with the help of Listeriolysin O (Bielecki et al. 

1990). To infect other cells intercellularly it polymerizes actin by applying actin 

assembly-inducing protein (ActA) (Kocks et al. 1992). These proteins have been 

genetically removed to modify the motility of certain Lm strains (Chakraborty et al. 1995; 

Cossart et al. 1989). Further genetic manipulations resulted in Lm strains that express 

various antigens, like the chicken egg protein ovalbumin (OVA) or parts of the LCMV 

(Zehn et al. 2009; Oberle et al. 2016).  

Lm is a food borne pathogen in humans. Yet, mice differ in the sequence for E-

cadherin on intestinal cells, which impairs the binding of the virulence factor internalinA, 

which is crucial for entry into the host. This renders mice less susceptible for oral Lm 

infection (Bergmann et al. 2013). Lm is thus widely administered to mice by intravenous 

injection, which creates a model system to study pathogen clearing by innate and 

adaptive immune mechanisms (Lewis et al. 2019). Early during infection innate 

immune cells like neutrophils, monocyte derived TIP-DCs and macrophage 

populations control Lm growth in marginal zones (MZ) of the spleen (Serbina et al. 

2012; Witter et al. 2016; Waite et al. 2011). CD8a+ DCs are subsequently crucial to 

initiate a CD8+ T cell response, while also contributing to Lm propagation in the white 

pulp (WP) (Edelson et al. 2011). It was shown, that CD169+ macrophages trans-infect 

CD8a+ DCs in the MZ and thereby promote Lm shuttling to the white pulp (Perez et al. 

2017). CD8+ T cells are required for sterilizing immunity against Lm, as SCID-mice, 

which lack lymphocyte immunity, develop a chronic Lm infection (Bhardwaj et al. 1998).  

The growing knowledge about Lm biology further encourages the use of this model 

pathogen to address questions like vaccine design and therapy approaches for 

inflammatory diseases (Pamer 2004). 

Here recombinant Lm strains stably expressing OVA or the peptide gp33-41 of 

LCMV were used (Zehn et al. 2009; Oberle et al. 2016). To infect mice orally with Lm-

OVA, a murinised InternalinA (Lm-OVA-Ina_mut) variant was generated. Therefore, 
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E.coli carrying the plasmid pPL2 containing the murinised InternalinA were conjugated 

with Lm-OVA (Wollert et al. 2007).  

Frozen stocks of Lm strains were thawed and grown at 37 °C in BHI-medium to log 

phase. Bacterial numbers were determined by measuring the OD at 600 nm. Naïve 

mice received 1000-2000 colony forming units (cfu) intravenously (i.v.) and previously 

infected mice received 5x106 cfu of Lm-OVA or Lm-gp33. For rechallenge with Lm-

OVA-Ina_mut 109 cfu were orally gavaged. 

 

2.4.2 VSV 

VSV belongs to the Rhabdoviridae and is an RNA virus, which primarily infects 

rodents, cattle, swine and horses (Lichty et al. 2004). It acts highly cytopathic, which 

favors antigen uptake by antigen presenting cells (APC) from cell debris and thereby 

cross-presentation to CD8+ T cells (Cobleigh et al. 2012). The most important 

serotypes are New Jersey and Indiana, which are differentiated by distinct neutralizing 

antibodies against their surface glycoprotein and vary in their pathogenesis, with New 

Jersey strains leading to more severe outbreaks (Martinez and Wertz 2005). The 

surface glycoprotein binds to phosphatidylserine, which is expressed on almost all 

animal cells. It fuses the viral and host cell membranes, enabling infection of a broad 

range of cells (Lichty et al. 2004). The virus was genetically modified to carry various 

antigens from pathogens like influenza or HIV or model antigens like OVA (Lichty et al. 

2004). The VSV-OVA model showed that antigen after VSV infection is presented for 

a longer period than expected from a classical acute virus strain, leading to activation 

of antigen specific cells weeks after primary infection (Turner et al. 2007). Together, 

VSV can be used to study CD8+ T cell responses to a broad variety of antigens. 

 

Here VSV-gp33, which was previously generated in the lab and VSV-OVA were 

used. They were grown and titrated on BHK-21 cells (Kim et al. 1998). Mice were 

infected i.v. with 4x106 pfu and 2x106 pfu, respectively.  

 

2.4.3 LCMV 

LCMV is a member of the Arenaviridae and has two negative-sense single-

stranded RNA segments (Lee et al. 2000). It naturally infects rodents, but can also 

infect humans (Zhou et al. 2012). The virus comprises variants that differ in their course 
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of disease (Ahmed and Oldstone 1988; Bergthaler et al. 2010). LCMV-Armstong 

(LCMV-Arm) elicits a strong immune response and is cleared within two weeks. LCMV-

clone13 (LCMV-c13) shows persistence, although only three amino acids are changed 

(Beura et al. 2015; Salvato et al. 1988; Matloubian et al. 1993). Several peptides from 

LCMV are immunodominant with gp33 being presented in the H-2Db context to CD8+ 

T cells (Siddiqui and Basta 2011; Puglielli et al. 2001). The virus is non-cytopathic, 

which means that the cytolytic activity during immune response is due to the host 

immune system. LCMV was used in studies that discovered MHC restriction of T cells 

and as a model antigen to study PD-1 blockade (Blattman et al. 2009; Zinkernagel and 

Doherty 1974b). Therefore, the virus is a valuable tool to study acute and chronic CD8+ 

T cell responses. 

Here 2 × 105 plaque forming units (pfu) LCMV Armstrong (generated from infected 

Vero cells provided by M. J. Bevan) were injected i.p. into the mice. 

 

2.5 Purification of T cells for adoptive transfer 
Spleens were mashed through a 100 µm cell strainer. After centrifugation at 400 x g 

for 4 minutes (min) the supernatant was discarded and the pellet resuspended in 1 ml 

ACK-buffer, to eliminate red blood cells. CD8+ T cells were collected with the CD8a+ 

T Cell Isolation Kit according to manufacturer’s instructions. The CD8+ T cells were 

then injected in mice or used for cell culture. 

 

2.6  Preparation of single cell suspensions from spleen and 

thymus 
Single cell suspensions were obtained as described above for adoptive transfer. 

After the ACK lysis the cells were plated in a round bottom 96 well plate for flow 

cytometric staining.  

 

2.7  Preparation of single cell suspensions from liver 
When the liver was harvested, mice were perfused with 5-10 ml PBS. Organs were 

mashed through a 100 µm cell strainer. After centrifugation for 10 min at 500 g the pellet 

was resuspended in 35 % percoll. By centrifugation for 20 min at 500 g at room 

temperature (RT) and no brake, density gradient centrifugation separates epithelial 
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and dead cells on top of the percoll and erythrocytes and lymphocytes on the bottom. 

After ACK lysis of erythrocytes (1 ml, 2 min) the suspension was centrifuged again for 

5 min at 500 g. After decanting the supernatant, cells were plated in a round bottom 96 

well plate. 

 

2.8 Preparation of single cell suspensions from small intestine 
11 cm of the small intestine lamina propria (SI-LP) were harvested beginning from 

the stomach. Then all Peyer’s patches were removed, and the organ cut open and 

washed in PBS. Afterwards, it was transferred to a 50 ml falcon containing cleaning 

buffer for the small intestine. Next, the tube was shaken vigorously for 20 s and the 

tissue was washed again with PBS. Digestion solution for each small intestine was put 

into 50 ml tubes and the organ was further cut into small pieces. After 15 min of 

incubation at 37 °C at 290 rpm the suspension was pipetted up and down with a 10 ml 

pipette. This was done 2 more times with an incubation period of 20-30 min, depending 

on the digestion result. Consequently, the whole digestion volume was filtered into 

50 ml tubes and centrifuged at 550 g for 7 min. The pellet was resuspended in 5 ml 

44 % percoll and underlaid with 67 % percoll and centrifuged for 15 min at 1600 g at RT 

without brakes. The gradient separates the epithelial and dead cells on top, the 

lymphocytes in the interphase of the percoll layers and the erythrocytes at the bottom. 

After collecting the interphase, the suspension was centrifuged at 500 g for 5 min at RT. 

Following decanting the supernatant, cells were plated in a round bottom 96 well plate. 

 

2.9 Preparation of blood for flow cytometric staining 
50 µl blood was mixed with 20 µl heparin (5000 U/ml) in a 96 well plate or for 

infected mice in 1.5 ml eppendorf tubes to prevent clotting. Then red blood cells were 

lysed using 200 µl or 1 ml ACK-buffer, respectively. After incubation of 5 min at RT, the 

plate or tubes were centrifuged at 400 g for 1 min or 500 g for 5 min. The supernatant 

was decanted, and the pellet resuspended in ACK-buffer and spun down, as above. 

The cells in the tubes were then transferred into a round bottom 96 well plate. Then, 

all cells were washed with 100 µl FACS-buffer and centrifuged as above. Then the cells 

were stained for flow cytometric analyses, described below. 
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2.10 In vitro culture 
For cultivation of the CD8+ T cells, they were seeded in RPMI-medium containing 

10 % FCS and medium supplement. 50 U/mL IL-2 and 30 μL pre-washed CD3/CD28 

Dynabeads were added. The cells were incubated at 37 °C and 7 % CO2. Culture 

volumes were increased as needed. 50 U/mL IL-2 was added on every other day.  

 

2.11 Antibody staining for flow cytometric analysis 
Single cell suspensions were plated in a round bottom plate, like described above. 

Then the cells were centrifuged at 500 g for 1 min at RT and the supernatant decanted. 

Subsequently, to avoid unspecific antibody binding anti CD16/CD32 antibody (clone 

2.4G2) was applied in 50 µl FACS-buffer. After incubation of 10 min at 4 °C, antibodies 

were applied in appropriate concentrations in 50 µl FACS-buffer for 20-30 min at 4 °C. 

Then, the cells were washed with 100 µl FACS-buffer and centrifuged as above and 

the supernatant decanted. To fix the cells, fixation-buffer was applied for 30 min at 4 °C. 

After washing and centrifuging the cells again, they were either resuspended in 100 µl 

FACS-buffer for flow cytometric analysis or washed again and resuspended in 100 µl 

permeabilization-buffer and spun down for intracellular staining. Then, the cells were 

resuspended in 200 µl permeabilization-buffer and incubated for 10 min at RT. After 

centrifuging, the pellet was resuspended in 100 µl permeabilization-buffer containing 

the appropriate antibodies and incubated for 40 min at 4 °C. Then the cells were 

washed twice in permeabilization-buffer and finally taken up in 100 µl FACS-buffer for 

flow cytometric analysis. 

 

2.12 Next-generation sequencing 

2.12.1 Sample processing 

Next-generation sequencing was performed as described in Alfei et al. (Alfei et al. 

2019). At day 2 after reinfection or during memory phase, SI-LP cells were enriched 

for CD45.1+ OT1 using biotin-labelled anti-CD45.1 antibodies and anti-biotin-

conjugated microbeads in combination with magnetic MACS cell separation. 

CD103+zsGreen+, CD103+zsGreen- and CD103-zsGreen- cells were then obtained by 

flow cytometry-based sorting of CD45.1+ OT1. The cells were lysed and RNA was 

extracted using the Agencourt RNAdvance Cell v.2 kit. cDNA synthesis and PCR 
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amplification using 9,5 µl of each RNA sample was performed using SMART-Seq v.4 

Ultra Low Input RNA Kit for Sequencing. After cDNA synthesis, each sample was 

subjected to 14 cycles of PCR amplification. Then, 5 μl of the resulting amplified cDNA 

was used for library preparation with the Illumina Nextera XT DNA Library reagents. 

After PCR amplification of the fragmented libraries, the samples were purified with 

(0.6x) Agencourt AMPure XP beads and eluted in 10 μl of molecular-grade water. The 

quality of the resulting library was assessed with the use of Agilent High Sensitivity 

DNA Kit. The library quantification was performed based on the Illumina 

recommendations (SY-930-1010, Illumina) with the use of KAPA SYBR FAST qPCR 

Master Mix. The samples were sequenced on Illumina HiSeq 2500 system with the 

following conditions: rapid run, 100-bp single-end reads, dual-indexed sequencing, 

resulting in 20 million reads per sample. 

 

2.12.2 Data processing 

Reads were processed using snakemake pipeline41 v.0.1 as indicated at 

https://gitlab.lrz.de/ImmunoPhysio/bulkSeqPipe. Sequencing quality was assessed 

with fastqc42, filtering was performed by trimmomatic v.0.3643, mapping by STAR 

v.2.5.3a44 with genome Mus_musculus.GRCm38, counting by htseq v.0.9.145 with 

annotation Mus_musculus.GRCm38.91. To supervise STAR and fastqc results, 

multiqc v.1.246 was used.  

Differential expression analysis was performed with methods based on the negative 

binomial distribution in DESeq2 (v.1.18.1)47, using default parameters. Read counts 

were modelled as a negative binomial distributions with estimated mean values and 

gene-specific dispersion parameters; each gene was fitted as a generalized linear 

model. Wald statistics and the Benjamini and Hochberg correction were used for 

significance tests and multiple comparisons. 

 

2.13 Cryosectioning and immunofluorescence staining 
For cell detection in situ, organs were harvested in a 4 % formaldehyde solution 

and incubated for 4 h at 4 °C. Then, they were put into a 30 % sucrose solution over 

night at 4 °C. The organs were frozen over liquid nitrogen, embedded in OCT-medium 

and stored at -80 °C. Then, they were cut into 5 µm thin slices with a cryotome and 

mounted on superfrost slides. After dehydrating for 3 min in cold acetone, the organ 
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slices were then either frozen at -20 °C or immediately used for staining. Therefore, the 

slices were rehydrated with PBS in a humid chamber to avoid that the slides run dry. 

Then, the slices were circled with a PAP pen to minimize the staining volume. After 

washing with PBS, Avidin/Biotin solution was added according to manufacturer’s 

protocol. After washing, 50 µl PBS containing the appropriate antibodies was added 

and the slices were incubated over night at 4 °C. Then the slides were washed for 5 min 

in PBS and, if a secondary antibody was used, incubated in 50 µl PBS containing the 

appropriate antibody. To stain for DAPI, subsequently 1 μg/ml DAPI solution was 

added, incubated for 5 min and then the slices were washed again. Then, excess of 

liquid was removed, and one drop of Prolong Gold mounting buffer was applied on 

each slice. Further the slide was topped by a cover glass and stored in the dark until 

analysis under the Leica DMi8 fluorescent microscope. 

 

 
 



  

 

  
Results 

 

 

3.1 Development of methods to assess local immune responses  
Immune cells reside and function largely in lymphoid and non-lymphoid tissues. An 

improved understanding of the mechanisms that govern local immune responses is 

therefore crucial for understanding specific roles of resident versus non-resident cells. 

As tissues are in constant interchange with circulating cells it is hard to determine 

a true residency status of a cell only by its location. Therefore, resident specific gene 

expression allowed to find markers that only Trm share during steady state. 

Nevertheless, tracing of Trm during and after reinfection traditionally poses a challenge, 

as surface markers that define Trm overlap with transiently expressed activation 

markers and tissue retention molecules. Therefore, two reporter systems based on 

widely accepted Trm specific surface markers were developed to fate-map Trm. In the 

following the specificity of the fate-mapping models is validated. The CD103 based 

model allowed faithful Trm labelling and is therefore a useful tool to study Trm behavior 

during reinfection. 

In addition, a complementary rescue model was implemented that specifically 

installs CD103+ Trm before reinfection to distinguish their functional contribution to 

protection. This model was tested on CD103+ Trm specificity and proved to be a tool 

with great potential to describe Trm function.  

To further allow a detailed analysis of cells in tissues, a quantitative imaging system 

was additionally developed, that allows an unbiased cell identification in the tissue and 

the analysis of cell-cell interaction. This system was validated in different infections 

and several organs to prove its functionality.  
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3.1.1 Development of fate-mapping mouse models for Trm  

To assess the function of Trm and molecular mechanisms that govern Trm 

behavior, transgenic lineage tracing mouse models were developed. CD69 and CD103, 

two Trm surface markers, were chosen to trace Trm during steady state and after 

reinfection. The fate-mapping approaches are based on a BAC-construct containing 

the CD69 or CD103 promoter before the Cre recombinase. To be able to confine Cre 

activity to a certain time window, ERT2-Cre was chosen, which can be activated by 

tamoxifen treatment.  

The CD103 based fate-mapping model proved to be highly specific and faithful for 

Trm tracing, while the CD69 model was not reporting Trm. In the following, the 

validation of both constructs is described. 

CD103 and CD69 are classical Trm surface markers that discriminate Trm from 

circulating cells during steady state. During reinfection though, CD103 is upregulated 

by newly tissue infiltrating cells and CD69 is acquired by recently activated circulating 

cells. To meet the challenge to discriminate Trm from recently activated or tissue 

infiltrating cells CD103 and CD69 fate-mapping mouse models were generated. The 

models are based on transgenic mice that were generated by pronuclear injection of 

two BACs, which contain either a CD103 or a CD69 promoter driven ERT2-Cre (CD103-

ERT2-Cre or CD69-ERT2-Cre mice). Both models were validated for specificity to report 

Trm. 

To allow reporter expression, CD103-ERT2-Cre mice were crossed to loxp-STOP-

loxp-zsGreen mice (CD103-zsGreen-reporter mice). Further they were crossed to 

obtain the T cell receptor specific for the H-2Db restricted peptide gp33-41 of LCMV or 

the H-2Kb restricted ovalbumin peptide residues 257-264 (CD103-zsGreen-reporter-

P14 mice and CD103-zsGreen-reporter-OT1 mice), as shown in figure 3A.  

CD69-ERT2-Cre mice were crossed to either loxp-STOP-loxp-YFP or loxp-STOP-

loxp-dTomato mice to find optimal recombination conditions for fluorescent reporter 

expression (hereafter, CD69-YFP-reporter mice, or CD69-dTomato-reporter mice). 

Additionally, these mice were crossed to obtain the T cell receptor specific for the H-

2Db restricted peptide gp33-41 of LCMV (CD69-YFP-reporter-P14 mice or CD69-

dTomato-reporter-P14 mice). An illustration of the CD69 fate-mapping mouse can be 

seen in figure 3B. 
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Figure 3: Graphical illustration of the Fate-mapping systems. P14 or OT1 mice were 

crossed to A) CD103-reporter mice or B) CD69 reporter mice, which carry a A) CD103 or B) 

CD69 promotor driven ERT2-Cre. Further, the mice carry a floxed STOP-codon in front of a 

fluorescent reporter gene (A: zsGreen, B: YFP or dTomato). Tamoxifen leads to translocation 

of ERT2-Cre to the nucleus, where it excises a STOP-codon, allowing fluorescent reporter 

transcription. 

 

The microinjection of BAC DNA resulted in 6 different founder mice for the CD103 

construct, which differed in their efficiency of the excision of the STOP codon in front 

of the reporter zsGreen and therefore the expression of the reporter (data not shown). 

For the CD69 construct the microinjection of BAC DNA yielded only one founder. 

 

3.1.1.1 Validation of CD103 fate-mapping model 

First, the CD103 fate-mapping model was tested for its ability to report CD103 

surface protein. CD8+ T cells naturally express CD103 in the thymus, SI and in naïve 

mice also in the spleen. Therefore, to test the ability of the CD103 fate-mapping model 

to display CD103 expression, transgenic CD103-zsGreen-reporter mice received 

tamoxifen twice and organs were harvested 2 days later (Figure 4). 

In tissues, where cells are known to express high levels of CD103, like thymus and 

SI, they expressed the reporter and the expression correlated well with CD103 protein 

on the surface. Reporter positive cells could also be found in spleen and blood. In 

spleen reporter expression resembled low CD103 expression, while in the blood 

CD103 was already downregulated. The good correlation between CD103 protein 

levels and reporter expression led to the conclusion, that in the CD103-zsGreen-

reporter mice CD103 expressing cells can be faithfully labeled. 
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Figure 4: Reporter expression reflects CD103 expression in various tissues. CD103-

zsGreen-reporter mice received 100mg/kg tamoxifen on d0 and d1. On d4 they were sacrificed, 

and the organs harvested. Shown are representative flow cytometry plots showing reporter 

zsGreen and CD103 expression. 

 

The aim for the generated reporter mouse is to trace Trm. Therefore, the next step 

was to verify the reporter expression in a setup containing memory cells. Hence, 

CD8+ T cells from a CD103-zsGreen-reporter-P14 or CD103-zsGreen-reporter-OT1 

mouse were transferred into Bl6 mice. Mice were infected with different pathogens, 

that were either genetically modified to carry the antigen OVA or gp33 or are naturally 

expressing the antigen. Tamoxifen was administered during memory phase. In figure 5 

memory CD103-zsGreen-reporter cells are shown from different infections in the SI-

LP, as Trm are known to express CD103 at this location. While an infection with OVA 

containing antigen resulted in a more robust Trm population in the SI compared to Lm-

gp33 and VSV-gp33, the percentages for double positive cells for reporter and CD103 

expression are similar. Trm generated by LCMV-Arm are the exception, which yielded 

a strong Trm population with an about two times higher reporter positive cell frequency. 
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Figure 5: Reporter construct specifically labels CD103+ cells during memory phase in 
the SI. 5000 P14 or OT1 CD103-zsGreen-reporter cells were transferred into Bl6 mice. The 

mice were infected with either VSV-gp33 (4x106 pfu), VSV-OVA (2x106 pfu), Lm-gp33 (1000 

cfu), Lm-OVA (1000 cfu) or LCMV-Arm (2x105 pfu). Between d26 and d37 100mg/kg tamoxifen 

was administered twice to the mice. The CD103-zsGreen-reporter population was assessed 

in the SI between 3 and 20 days after tamoxifen treatment. P14 and OT1 populations 

determined by CD45.1 expression are shown. Further, CD103 and reporter expression are 

shown in representative flow cytometry plots. Percentages of zsGreen+ CD103+ cells of 

transferred cells are shown. 

 

The reporter correlated strongly with CD103 expression and was mainly found in 

tissues with Trm occurrence like the SI-LP, lung and skin (Figure 5, data not shown). 

Also, the spleen was analyzed for the occurrence of reporter positive cells (Figure 6). 
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Only for VSV-OVA a small population of reporter positive cells could be detected in the 

spleen, while in other infections virtually no reporter expression could be observed. 

 

 

 
Figure 6: Reporter construct shows practically no unspecific labelling in spleen. 5000 

P14 or OT1 CD103-zsGreen-reporter cells were transferred into Bl6 mice. The mice were 

infected with either VSV-gp33 (4x106 pfu), VSV-OVA (2x106 pfu), Lm-gp33 (1000 cfu), Lm-

OVA (1000 cfu) or LCMV-Arm (2x105 pfu). Between d26 and d37 100mg/kg tamoxifen was 

administered twice to the mice. The CD103-zsGreen-reporter population was assessed in the 

spleen between 3 and 20 days after tamoxifen treatment. P14 and OT1 populations determined 

by CD45.1 expression are shown. Further, CD103 and reporter expression is shown in 

representative flow cytometry plots. 

 

To further verify that the CD103+zsGreen+ CD103-zsGreen-reporter cells have a 

Trm phenotype in the SI-LP, the cells were analyzed for common markers to 

differentiate memory cell populations like CD69, CX3CR1 and CD62L (Figure 7). 
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Figure 7: Reporter+ cells show a Trm phenotype. 5000 CD103-zsGreen-reporter-OT1 cells 

were transferred into Bl6 mice on d-1. The mice were infected on d0 with 1000 cfu Lm-OVA. 

On d24 and d25 100mg/kg tamoxifen was administered. The transgene memory population 

was assessed on d41. Representative histograms for the expression of CD69, CD62L and 

CX3CR1 for CD103+zsGreen+ CD103-zsGreen-reporter-OT1 cells from SI-LP and CD103-

zsGreen- CD103-zsGreen-reporter-OT1 cells from the spleen are shown. 

 

CD103-zsGreen-reporter-OT1 cells that expressed CD103 and zsGreen showed a 

high expression of the Trm marker CD69 and low expression for the Tcm marker 

CD62L and Tem marker CX3CR1 (Figure 7).  

To conclude, the reporter construct reports highly specifically Trm in peripheral 

organs and shows limited leakiness in organs without CD103 expression. 

 

3.1.1.2 Validation of CD69 fate-mapping model 

CD69 is a marker that is found on Trm and upon stimulation naïve CD8+ T cells 

upregulate CD69 on their surface. To determine if reporter expression correlates with 

CD69 protein levels in a time efficient way, reporter expression was assessed on day 

7 after activation, as all naïve cells should upregulate CD69 after activation and 

therefore be reporter+. So, Bl6 host mice received CD8+ T cells from CD69-YFP-

reporter P14 mice or CD69-dTomato-reporter P14 mice and were infected with LCMV-

Arm. Tamoxifen was administered before and early during infection. In figure 8 the 

expression of the reporter proteins and CD69 expression for the two different donor 

strains (YFP or dTomato) are shown on day 7.  
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Figure 8: CD69 dependent reporter expression can be observed in vivo. Bl6 mice 

received either CD69-YFP-reporter or CD69-dTomato-reporter CD45.1+ P14 cells before i.p. 

infection with 2x105 pfu LCMV-Arm. Mice received 100 mg/kg tamoxifen for 3 days from d-1 to 

d1. Shown are representative plots for reporter expression and percentages of reporter 

positive cells of splenocytes on d7 after infection. 

 

CD69-dTomato-reporter P14 had a 10-fold higher frequency of reporter positive 

cells compared to CD69-YFP-reporter donors. Nevertheless, the expression of about 

5 % of all dTomato-reporter donor cells was still much lower than expected, as CD69 

is universally expressed on activated cells. Due to the 10-fold higher frequency of 

reporter positive CD69-dTomato-reporter donors, these mice were chosen for further 

experiments. 

To better compare the correlation of CD69 and the reporter protein expression and 

to define the system during memory stage of an infection, the time of analysis was 

chosen 28 days after infection. To avoid rejection of the donor cells Vb5 mice were 

chosen as hosts. Mice received 10000 CD69-dTomato-reporter P14 cells and were 

infected with LCMV-Arm. 
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Figure 9: Reporter construct does not reflect CD69 protein levels during memory phase. 
Vb5 mice received 10000 CD69-dTomato-reporter CD45.1+ P14 cells and on the same day an 

i.p. infection with 2x105 pfu LCMV-Arm. The host mice received 100 mg/kg tamoxifen on d0 

and d1 or d20 and d21. Shown are representative plots for CD69 and reporter expression and 

percentages of reporter and/or CD69 positive cells on d28 after infection. 

 

 When tamoxifen was administered early on day 0 and 1 a reporter protein 

expression of about 5 % of all cells was observed (Figure 9). This was substantially 

higher than the reporter protein expression after late administration of tamoxifen on 

days 20 and 21, when only about 1 % of the transferred cells expressed the reporter. 

Furthermore, after late tamoxifen administration, it was expected, that only CD69 

expressing cells show reporter expression as only Trm in the tissue express this 

marker during memory phase. Nevertheless, about half of the reporter positive cells 

expressed no CD69, which leads to the conclusion, that the surface expression of 

CD69 and therefore the Trm status of a memory cell cannot be reliably shown with this 

reporter construct. 
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3.1.2 DTR rescue strain to delineate Trm function 

To gain further insight in the contribution of CD103+ Trm during infection, it is 

desirable to eliminate all other memory cells before reinfection. Here, a system is 

validated that leaves only the cell type of interest intact while eliminating all other 

transgenic cells. The system is based on the constitutive expression of the simian DTR, 

which renders cells vulnerable to diphtheria toxin. The DTR gene is flanked by loxp 

sites and can thus be excised by Cre. This transgenic mouse model was crossed to 

the CD103-zsGreen-reporter model (rescue-CD103-model) to rescue only CD103+ 

Trm and show their specific influence during reinfection (Figure 10). 

 

 

 
Figure 10: Graphical illustration of the CD103 based rescue system. P14 or OT1 mice 

were crossed to CD103-zsGreen-reporter mice, which carry a CD103 driven ERT2-Cre and a 

floxed STOP-codon in front of a fluorescent reporter. Further the mice were crossed to mice 

that carry a floxed DTR. Tamoxifen enables translocation of ERT2-Cre to the nucleus, where it 

excises a STOP-codon, allowing fluorescent reporter transcription and excision of the DTR. 

Consequently, these rescue-CD103 model cells are resistant to diphtheria toxin. 

 

To test the efficacy and specificity of the rescue-CD103-model, mice received 

rescue-CD103-model P14 cells and were infected with LCMV-Arm. During memory 

phase the mice received tamoxifen twice and were then treated with DTX. Figure 11 

shows the efficient deletion of CD103- cells in the SI and circulating memory cells in 

the spleen after DTX application. It can also be observed, that the CD103 reporter does 

not label all CD103+ cells that were rescued from DTX.  
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Figure 11: DTR rescue system specifically protects CD103 expressing cells in the SI-LP. 
Mice received 5000 rescue-CD103-model P14 and were infected with 2x105 pfu LCMV-Arm 

on d0. On d18 and d19 tamoxifen and on d25 and d26 DTX was administered. Representative 

flow cytometry plots are shown for d34 from spleen and SI-LP for CD103 and reporter 

expression. 

 

Conclusively, the rescue-CD103-model was shown to precisely eliminate 

circulating memory and CD103- Trm cells. Therefore, this can be used in a secondary 

infection to investigate the specific contribution of CD103+ Trm during rechallenge. 
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3.1.3 Quantitative fluorescence imaging of local immunity 

Imaging can yield valuable insight into biological processes, as it combines location 

with phenotypical information of cells within tissues. The challenge is the generation of 

quantitative data from images that substantiate the qualitative impression of human 

interpretation of imaging data. Thus, un unbiased approach to localize cells and 

determine organ structures is needed to test hypotheses about cell location and 

function.  

Therefore, several image segmentation methods have been developed earlier that 

range from manual localization of cells, user specific pipelines, that depend on features 

and image transformation, and deep learning (Berg et al. 2019; Stringer et al. 2020; 

McQuin et al. 2018). All these methods aim to separate background from signal, for 

example cells within organs. The difficulty to achieve this aim increases with cells or 

structures, that are not separated well from each other or that show only weak signals. 

Here, user specific pipelines were developed for single cell or organ structure detection 

in vivo as well as cell detection in vitro. The definition of cells and structures in organs 

or in vitro enabled to address scientific questions that can be answered in an unbiased, 

efficient, and reproducible way. Generally, the cells and structures were vectorized by 

image segmentation, which enabled quantitative analysis of the images. 

 

3.1.3.1 Basic workflow of analysis 

For qualitative image analysis a generalized workflow was developed, that can be 

applied to different biological settings. Figure 12 shows an example for the 

vectorization of a spleen section. Structures like T – and B cell zones are vectorized, 

as well as single cells like dendritic cells and T cells.  

 

 

 
Figure 12: Vectorization of an immunofluorescent image of a spleen section. Mice 

received LCMV-specific P14 cells and were infected with LCMV-Arm. 30 days later, spleens 

were harvested and stained. Spleen structures B cell zone and T cell zone are shown in blue 
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and grey, respectively. Dendritic cells are shown in red and transgenic T cells in green. On the 

left the composite immunofluorescent image is shown, on the right the vectorized version is 

depicted. 

 

To achieve this visualization and generate a basis for calculations the workflow 

shown in figure 13 was used.  

 

 

 
Figure 13: General workflow for biological imaging data analysis. First ImageJ was used 

to identify cells and structures in images and then R was applied to perform calculation and 

vectorization. 

 

Basically, the program ImageJ is applied to preprocess the image to produce a 

binary image that only contained information about signal versus background. This 

results in an image, which contains two colors. Hence, the image is separated in pixels 

that show signal, for example cells and pixels that show background. To extract the 

position of the cells or structures out of the pixel image, the tool “Analyze particles” 

from ImageJ is applied. This enables the extraction of the coordinates of pixel-based 

particles, according to their size and shape. The extracted cells and structures are then 

exported to be further processed in R Studio. There, the coordinates are imported and 

vectorized to enable unbiased calculations with the data and the creation of the 

vectorized image. 

 

3.1.3.2 Examples of applications for vectorized image analysis 

The main goal of vectorization of biological images is the unbiased analysis of 

these images. The developed unbiased quantitative analysis algorithm was already 

applied in a range of applications, as imaging data contains valuable information about 

the location of a cell in relation to other cells and within organs.  
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The algorithm was used to show an attraction of natural killer cells (NK cells) by 

neurons in the white pulp of the spleen during infection, by the reduction of distance 

between the two cell types (Diaz-Salazar et al. 2020).  

Further, the localization of a cell within the organ and its substructures can give 

valuable insights about their function, activation status or interaction with other cell 

types. Thus, the vectorization algorithm was applied to find the zonal location Tox 

deficient CD8+ T cells. Thereby, splenic zones like the B cell zone and the T cell zone 

and T cells were immunofluorescently labeled and vectorized. This enabled the 

calculation of the distribution of the T cells in the different zones of the spleen and 

showed that the location of the T cells without Tox showed no different migration 

pattern (Alfei et al. 2019). 

The algorithm can also be used in vitro. When CD8 T cells are activated in vitro, 

they form proliferative clusters. These clusters can be imaged by brightfield 

microscopy, and their size can be calculated. This was performed to assess the 

different potential to respond to IL-2 by CD8 T cells derived from mice that lack PTPN2 

or wild type mice (Flosbach et al. 2020).  

A detailed analysis of Trm in different tissues and their relationship with other cell 

types lies outside the scope of this work but can be achieved with the method shown 

above. 
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3.2 CD103-fate-mapping characterizes resident cell population  
The exact behavior of Trm during reinfection has not been easy to understand 

because Trm in tissues could not be distinguished with certainty from immigrating 

circulating cells. Since the newly developed CD103 driven fate-mapping model has 

proven to be reliable, it is now used here to learn more about the behavior of Trm 

during reinfection. Thereby, a CD103+ Trm population is described, that exhibits 

minimal expansion capacity and is phenotypically and locally stable. During secondary 

infection, the CD103+ Trm compartment is numerically shifted towards reporter- Trm, 

which implies a replacement of preexisting CD103+ Trm during rechallenge. Gene 

expression analysis revealed a response potential of CD103+ Trm to inflammation that 

is potentiated by antigen presentation.  

The following analysis of CD103+ Trm describes these novel insights, that could 

only be achieved by the highly specific and inducible CD103 driven fate-mapping 

model. 

 

3.2.1 CD103+ Trm show no reexpansion and are replaced 

The expression of adhesion and activation molecules, that often overlap with Trm 

markers like CD103 makes it hard to determine the fate of Trm during reinfection, as 

newly arriving cells show the same phenotype as established Trm. With the CD103-

zsGreen-reporter model it is possible to specifically label Trm during memory phase 

and track them during reinfection by their stable expression of the reporter molecule. 

Therefore, CD103-zsGreen-reporter-OT1 cells were transferred into Bl6 hosts and 

infected with Lm-OVA. During memory phase the mice received tamoxifen to activate 

reporter expression and were reinfected shortly after with VSV-OVA. Figure 14 shows 

the kinetic of reporter+ Trm and all OT1 cells over the course of infection.  
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Figure 14: Reporter+ Trm show low expansion potential during reinfection. Bl6 mice 
received 5000 CD103-zsGreen-reporter-OT1 on d-1 and were infected on d0 with 1000 cfu 

Lm-OVA. On d36 and d37 mice received 100mg/kg tamoxifen and were rechallenged with 

2x106 pfu VSV-OVA on d47. Shown are representative flow cytometry plots for CD103 and 

reporter zsGreen expression, frequency of zsGreen+ CD103-zsGreen-reporter-OT1 and 

absolute numbers of zsGreen+ CD103-zsGreen-reporter-OT1 and total CD103-zsGreen-

reporter-OT1 on d53 and d79 from SI-LP. Unpaired t-test was performed. 

 

During reinfection, the frequency of the reporter+ Trm decreased, while an increase 

in total OT1 cells can be observed (Figure 14). On day 6 the majority of OT1 cells in 

the SI-LP are CD103- cells, which either leave the tissue after the infection is resolved 

or die, as they cannot be found in great numbers on >d30 after reinfection. This shows 

that the CD103+ Trm only expand to a small extent by absolute numbers and become 

a minority in the cell pool during reinfection. The cells cannot resume their frequency 

from before reinfection at later time points, as their frequency stays about 2.8 times 

lower than before reinfection. Further, the frequency of the reporter+ Trm within the 

CD103+ T cell pool was assessed (Figure 15).  
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Figure 15: Reporter+ Trm are replaced during reinfection by CD103+ cells. Bl6 mice 
received 5000 CD103-zsGreen-reporter-OT1 on d-1 and were infected on d0 with 1000 cfu 

Lm-OVA. On d36 and d37 mice received 100mg/kg tamoxifen and were rechallenged with 

2x106 pfu VSV-OVA on d47. Shown are representative histograms for reporter expression of 

CD103+ OT1 and the frequency of zsGreen+ CD103-zsGreen-reporter-OT1 of all CD103+ 

CD103-zsGreen-reporter-OT1 on d53 and d79 from SI-LP. 

 

 This showed the replacement of originally installed reporter+ Trm during reinfection 

by newly established CD103+ Trm, as the frequency of zsGreen+ Trm declined during 

and after reinfection. 

 As reporter+ Trm did not expand and were replaced, the phenotype of the OT1 

cells in the SI-LP was analyzed to compare their phenotype to Tem, which generally 

also show no expansion potential (Figure 16). 
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Figure 16: Reporter+ Trm show a stable phenotype. Bl6 mice received 5000 CD103-

zsGreen-reporter-OT1 on d-1 and were infected on d0 with 1000 cfu Lm-OVA. On d36 and 

d37 mice received 100mg/kg tamoxifen and were rechallenged with 2x106 pfu VSV-OVA on 

d47. Shown are representative flow cytometry plots for CX3CR1 and CD69 expression of 

zsGreen+CD103+ or zsGreen-CD103- CD103-zsGreen-reporter-OT1 on d6 after reinfection or 

without reinfection. Further the frequencies for CD69 and CX3CR1 of zsGreen+CD103+ or 

zsGreen-CD103- CD103-zsGreen-reporter-OT1 are shown on d6 after reinfection or without 

reinfection. All data are derived from the SI-LP. 

 

Reporter+ Trm and zsGreen-CD103- OT1 cells in the SI-LP show a classical Trm 

phenotype with a high CD69 expression during steady state (Figure 16). After 

reinfection, the reporter+ Trm remain CD69 high and show no upregulation of CX3CR1. 

ZsGreen-CD103- cells, in contrast, show an increase in CX3CR1 expression. This 

could be due to differentiation of these cells or influx of Tem cells with a CD103- 

phenotype. Yet, reporter+ Trm do not acquire a Tem phenotype and stay phenotypically 

stable during reinfection. 

This led to the question if there was local antigen presentation in the SI-LP because 

the low proliferation of the reporter+ cells could also be attributed to lacking antigen 

recognition. To test this, Nur77-reporter cells, which express GFP upon TCR activation 

were employed. Since Nur77-P14 mice were available, the infection sequence was 

altered to Lm-gp33 primary and LCMV as a secondary infection. The different infection 
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system was first validated to show the same decrease of frequency among antigen 

specific T cells in the SI-LP on day 6 after reinfection (Figure 17). 

 

   

 
Figure 17: P14 based reinfection system recapitulates decrease in frequency after 
reinfection. Bl6 mice received 10000 CD103-zsGreen-reporter-P14 cells on d-1 and were 

infected with 1000 cfu Lm-gp33 on d0. On d23 and d24 100mg/kg tamoxifen was administered 

and on d30 mice were infected with 2x105 pfu LCMV-Arm. Shown is the frequency of zsGreen+ 

cells of CD103-zsGreen-reporter-P14 on d6 after reinfection. Unpaired t-test was performed. 

 

After the confirmation of the decreased frequency of reporter+ Trm after reinfection, 

a Nur77-P14 experiment was set up. Mice received Nur77-P14 cells and were infected 

with Lm-gp33. During memory phase mice were rechallenged with LCMV-Arm and the 

fluorescence intensity of Nur77 was assessed 24h, 48h and 72h after reinfection 

(Figure 18). 
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Figure 18: Nur77 expression in the SI-LP shows antigen recognition in the organ. Bl6 

mice received 10000 Nur77-P14 cells on d-1 and were infected with 1000 cfu Lm-gp33 on d0. 

On d21 mice were infected with 2x105 pfu LCMV-Arm and the expression of Nur77 was 

assessed 24 h, 48 h, 72 h and without reinfection. Shown are representative histograms and 

the mean fluorescence intensity of Nur77 of P14.  

 

Nur77 expression could be detected earlier and stronger in the spleen than in the 

SI-LP. Nevertheless, higher Nur77 expression could be observed at 48h and 72h after 

reinfection in the SI-LP. This leads to the conclusion that antigen can be recognized in 

the SI-LP in the used infection setups. 

As Trm are usually found at barrier tissues and act as one of the first cell types that 

encounter pathogens during rechallenge, the infection route could make a difference 

in their behavior and especially their proliferation. Therefore, the infection setups of 

Lm-OVA+VSV-OVA or Lm-gp33+LCMV-Arm, which establish systemic rechallenges, 

were extended by a local reinfection setup. Mice received a transfer of CD103-

zsGreen-reporter-OT1 cells and were primarily infected with VSV-OVA. During 

memory phase they received tamoxifen and were then rechallenged with an 

InternalinA (InlA) mutated strain of Lm-OVA (Lm-OVA-Ina_mut) by oral gavage. Wild-
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type Listeria have an impaired ability to enter murine intestinal epithelial cells as the 

binding molecule E-cadherin on the surface of the murine cells has an amino acid 

change that prevents the binding of the virulence factor InlA. Therefore, the new strain 

Lm-OVA-Ina_mut was generated by conjugation of a Lm-OVA strain with E.coli 

carrying the ppL2 plasmid containing a murinised version of InlA (data not shown). 

Figure 19 shows a 2.4-fold decrease in the percentage of reporter+ Trm and an 

increase in the general OT1 cell number on day 6 after oral reinfection.  

 

 

 

 
Figure 19: Oral rechallenge confirms stable phenotype during rechallenge. Bl6 mice 

received 5000 CD103-zsGreen-reporter-OT1 cells and were infected with 2x106 pfu VSV-OVA 

on d0. On d23 and d24 mice received 100 mg/kg tamoxifen and were reinfected on d28 with 

109 cfu Lm-OVA-Ina_mut via oral gavage. The graphs show the percentage of zsGreen+ 

CD103-zsGreen-reporter-OT1 cells and the count of total and zsGreen+ CD103-zsGreen-

reporter-OT1 on d6 after reinfection and without reinfection. Unpaired t-test was performed. 

 

These findings are in line with the systemic rechallenge data in figure 16, which 

also showed a decline in reporter+ Trm percentages and an increase in the OT1 

population.  

Thus, reporter+ Trm show a low expansion potential in both systemic and local 

rechallenge and are replaced during reinfection by newly arriving cells. 
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3.2.2 CD103+ Trm do not leave their organs 

Trm have been traditionally described by their restricted migratory behavior. 

Nevertheless, recent reports show tissue exit of Trm by restimulation. As it is not clear 

by the so far presented data if the stable number of reporter+ Trm is due to the lack of 

migration or migration with an in situ division, the question was raised whether CD103+ 

Trm leave their organ after reinfection. To address this question the stable and 

inducible CD103-zsGreen-reporter model is ideal, as reporter+ Trm specifically mark 

initially resident cells. Therefore, other organs were analyzed before and during 

reinfection, but only a very small number of reporter+ cells could be found in mesenteric 

lymph nodes (MLN) and spleen (Figure 20). The frequency of OT1 of CD8+ T cells in 

MLN and spleen increased, which confirmed a robust systemic reinfection. Therefore, 

CD103+ Trm were found to be locally restricted and did not leave their organ. 

 

 

 
Figure 20: Reporter+ Trm do not leave their organs. Bl6 mice received 5000 CD103-

zsGreen-reporter-OT1 on d-1 and were infected on d0 with 1000 cfu Lm-OVA. On d36 and 

d37 mice received 100mg/kg tamoxifen and were rechallenged with 2x106 pfu VSV-OVA on 

d47. Shown are representative flow cytometry plots for CD45.1 and FSC-A to determine 

CD103-zsGreen-reporter-OT1, and their frequency without reinfection and on d6 after 

reinfection. Further representative flow cytometry plots are shown for CD103 and reporter 

expression without reinfection and on d6 after reinfection. 
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The local stability of the reporter+ Trm during reinfection led to the question if the 

cells remain at their location in the organ during reinfection or if they change their 

position. Thus, reporter+ Trm were analyzed in the SI-LP with immunofluorescence 

microscopy to determine their localization (Figure 21).  

 

 

 
Figure 21: Reporter+ Trm cells remain in place after reinfection. Bl6 mice received 5000 

CD103-zsGreen-reporter-OT1 on d-1 and were infected on d0 with 1000 cfu Lm-OVA. On d36 

and d37 mice received 100mg/kg tamoxifen and were rechallenged with 2x106 pfu VSV-OVA 

on d47. Shown are representative images from d6 after reinfection or without reinfection of the 

SI. Further the count of CD103-zsGreen-reporter-OT1 per villus and the distance of the serosa 

to the reporter+ Trm is shown. 

 

Figure 21 shows CD103-zsGreen-reporter cells in the villi during steady state and 

six days after infection. The reporter+ Trm remained on their position and an increase 

in total OT1 in the villi could be observed. This further confirmed the local restriction of 

the reporter+ Trm. 

 

3.2.3 Genetic analysis of Trm reveals antigen specific gene set 

To further gain insight in the function of SI-LP lymphocytes separated by CD103 

and reporter expression, a bulk NGS analysis was performed. Therefore, Bl6 mice 

received CD103-zsGreen-reporter-OT1 and were infected with Lm-OVA. After 

tamoxifen treatment during memory phase the mice were either infected with VSV-

OVA (antigen specific restimulation), VSV-wt (antigen unspecific inflammatory 
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restimulation) or received no reinfection. CD103+zsGreen+, CD103+zsGreen- and 

CD103-zsGreen- cells were sorted from the SI-LP on day 2 after reinfection.  

First, the genetic individuality of the 3 sorted populations during steady state and 

early after reinfection was evaluated by principal component analysis (PCA) (Figure 

22A). PCA showed a distinct clustering of the populations from each other by PC2 and 

a clear distinction of infected and uninfected samples by PC1.  

The CD103+zsGreen- showed only 33 differentially expressed genes from the 

CD103+zsGreen+ population (data not shown), which underlines the similarity of these 

populations. Yet, the CD103+zsGreen+ population was clearly distinct from CD103-

zsGreen- during steady-state as 444 genes were differentially expressed (Figure 22B). 

During steady-state Ingenuity pathway analysis (IPA) of genes differentially 

expressed by CD103+zsGreen+ in contrast to CD103-zsGreen- cells demonstrated that 

pathways that involve factors that are correlated with decreased TCR sensitivity (IL-

10-signaling), innate-like surveillance of pathogens (LPS-signaling), persistence of 

Trm (4-1BB signaling) and DC-licensing (CD40 signaling) are upregulated in reporter+ 

Trm in respect to CD103-zsGreen- cells (Zhou et al. 2019; Meunier et al. 2012; Smith 

et al. 2018). Genes that were found in the CD103-zsGreen- cells showed a 

heterogenous phenotype consisting of Trm markers in combination with markers of 

circulating memory cells like KLRG1, Eomes, Sell and S1pr1.  

Conclusively, the tissue residing subsets consisting of CD103+zsGreen+ cells and 

CD103-zsGreen- cells are genetically distinct and an innate like sensor function of 

reporter+ Trm can be inferred during steady state. 
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Figure 22: Genetic analysis reveals antigen specific reactivation of Trm. Bl6 mice received 

10000 CD103-zsGreen-reporter-OT1 and were infected with 1000 cfu Lm-OVA. 100mg/kg 

tamoxifen was administered on d15 and d16, infection with 2x106 pfu VSV-OVA or VSV-wt 

occurred on d26. CD103+zsGreen+, CD103+zsGreen- and CD103-zsGreen- were sorted from 

mice that received a reinfection and a control group that received no reinfection. Shown are A) 

a PCA plot for the 3 sorted cell types on d2 after reinfection or without reinfection. B,C) 

Volcano-plots depict differentially expressed genes from CD103+zsGreen+ in relation to 

CD103-zsGreen- cells without reinfection and on d2 after reinfection. D) Venn diagram shows 

the overlap of differentially expressed genes between no reinfection and reinfection conditions 

with VSV-OVA and VSV-wt for CD103+zsGreen+ and CD103-zsGreen- cells. D) Heatmap 

illustrates the 339 unique genes that are differentially regulated in CD103+zsGreen+ after VSV-

OVA reinfection. The differentially expressed genes used to compute the volcano-plot and 

venn diagram were filtered for mean expression ≥50, adjusted P ≤ 0.05 and log-foldchange ≥ 

1 and ≤ -1. 

 

Next, the question was asked how the CD103+zsGreen+ cells and CD103-zsGreen- 

cells react early during reinfection. Figure 22C shows a volcano plot with 304 

differentially expressed genes between CD103+zsGreen+ cells and CD103-zsGreen- 

cells on day 2 after reinfection with VSV-OVA. This substantiated the unique identities 

and differential response of CD103+zsGreen+ cells and CD103-zsGreen- cells to 
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reinfection. After confirming the uniqueness of the subsets, it was interesting to further 

delineate which contribution inflammation played in this reaction. Therefore, a 

comparison of differentially expressed genes of the CD103+zsGreen+ subset and 

CD103-zsGreen- subset before and after reinfection with either VSV-OVA or VSV-wt 

infection was done. Figure 22C shows a venn diagram that depicts the overlap of 

genes that are differentially regulated in the different subsets, but also in the antigen 

specific and unspecific restimulation. For the CD103+zsGreen+ population 339 genes 

were found that were only differentially regulated in this population in the antigen 

specific VSV-OVA reinfection. Therefore, these genes are the distinct signature of 

reporter+ Trm during antigen specific reinfection. Figure 22D shows a heatmap of these 

genes. The genes that are upregulated or downregulated differ strongly from the 

uninfected condition, but the antigen unspecific rechallenge shows a certain degree of 

activation of those genes. This led to the conclusion, that reporter+ Trm are 

substantially affected by inflammation, but need antigen for a full activation of their 

recall response. Genes that were specifically upregulated in reporter+ Trm during VSV-

OVA reinfection included VCAM1, TLR13 and Il22, which were shown to be important 

in noncytotoxic antiviral response activity, integrity of the intestinal barrier and 

expression of antimicrobial peptides (Diaz et al. 2005; Moyat et al. 2017). Additionally, 

genes associated with negative regulation of immune responses were found, like PD-

L1 and Il1rl.  

In conclusion, reporter+ Trm were found to be a distinct Trm subset with unique 

gene expression during steady state and infection. While their recall response to mere 

inflammation overlaps with the antigen specific response, they have a unique gene set 

responding strongly to antigen. This response balances effector function with 

protection of tissue integrity by inducing an anti-pathogenic state while also 

upregulating negative regulators of the immune response.    

 



  

 

 

  
Discussion 

 

 

Trm reside in a variety of barrier tissues and are also found e.g.in lymphoid organs 

(Schenkel et al. 2014b). During rechallenge Trm are important players in local immune 

defense against invading pathogens, as they can protect the host from pathogen 

spread and boost sterilizing local immunity. (Schenkel et al. 2014a; Ariotti et al. 2014; 

Jiang et al. 2012; Schenkel et al. 2013).  

It is therefore favorable to gain further insight into the biology of Trm to employ 

them in knowledge-based interventions to install immune protection, like vaccines. 

Such vaccines have already shown promising protection and specifically use Trm at 

entry points of the pathogen in the context of HPV, SIV and Ebola (Çuburu et al. 2012; 

Hansen et al. 2011; Nizard et al. 2017; Meyer et al. 2015). 

To further increase the understanding of how to use the therapeutic potential of 

Trm, it is vital to deepen the knowledge about their maintenance and function. 

Especially, how these cells behave over time and during rechallenge leads to insights 

that can help to develop vaccines that can ensure long-term stability and maximal anti-

pathogenic potential of Trm. 

Therefore, a faithful fate-mapping model was developed and used to investigate 

the specific behavior and contribution of Trm during reinfection. Unexpectedly, CD103+ 

Trm were found to have a low reexpansion capacity and were replaced by newly 

formed Trm. The cells further stayed in the tissue during reinfection and showed an 

inflammation and an additional antigen specific response to reinfection.  

In the following, the results of the CD103 based system will be discussed first. 

Subsequently, the insights and opportunities of the CD69-based system, which does 

not report Trm reliably in this specific configuration, will be presented. 
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4.1 CD103 reporter system reveals CD103+ Trm as local 

sentinels in tissues 
CD103 was chosen as a marker to fate map Trm over long periods of time and 

study their behavior during reinfection, because it is found on many Trm during steady 

state (Mackay et al. 2013a). Therefore, transgenic mice carrying a CD103 driven ERT2-

Cre were crossed to reporter mice that contain a floxed STOP-codon in front of the 

fluorescent reporter zsGreen. This resulted in a temporally tightly controlled reporter 

system for CD103+ Trm.  

First the specificity of the CD103-zsGreen-reporter construct was shown. The 

reporter labels CD103+ cells reliably during steady state of the whole transgenic mouse 

and after CD103-zsGreen-reporter cell transfer into Bl6 mice. The frequency of 

reporter expression among CD103+ cells was about 50 % or higher in the SI-LP in 

adoptive transfer experiments, which was described as a substantially high frequency 

for ERT2-Cre dependent reporter systems (Donocoff et al. 2020). The infection used to 

establish Trm had an influence on reporter expression, as for example the prolonged 

antigen presentation after VSV infection could lead to the observed expression of the 

reporter in the spleen (Turner et al. 2007). Further, LCMV-A established a generally 

larger number of CD103+ cells in the SI-LP Trm pool, which led to a high reporter+ 

frequency. Yet, the installed CD103+ Trm in the SI-LP showed in all infections a 

classical Trm phenotype and can therefore be used as model for Trm behavior. 

Consequently, this fate-mapping model is the first to allow specific tracing of CD103+ 

Trm during reinfection. This enables the investigation of Trm in their natural 

environment without the need of parabiosis, adoptive transfer of Trm, subset unspecific 

ablation of memory cells or transplantation (Beura et al. 2018b; Im et al. 2020; Behr et 

al. 2020; Schenkel et al. 2013; Masopust et al. 2010).  

So, as the specificity of the reporter for Trm was confirmed, the CD103-zsGreen-

reporter model was employed to study Trm behavior during reinfection. Surprisingly, 

only minimal expansion of the CD103+ Trm pool was observed in the SI-LP, while the 

total number of antigen specific memory T cells highly increased. This was shown not 

only in the systemic ovalbumin-based and gp33-based system, but also in an oral 

rechallenge system based on ovalbumin. Recent publications showed an increase of 

total cells in organs during reinfection, which was thought to stem from a general local 

Trm proliferation and an influx of circulating memory cells (Beura et al. 2018a; Park et 

al. 2018). In this work it could be demonstrated that the local cell expansion is not due 
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to the CD103+ Trm but stems from the CD103- memory compartment. This 

heterogeneity in the Trm pool could previously not be appreciated, as only this novel 

CD103-zsGreen-reporter model enables fate-mapping of CD103+ Trm during 

reinfection.  

The continued low frequency of reporter+ Trm long after reinfection can be linked 

to the accumulation of memory cells that results in an establishment of additional Trm. 

The origin of these newly formed Trm that replace the original population is still under 

investigation and this work shows specifically that the source of novel CD103+ Trm are 

not preexisting CD103+ Trm, but CD103- memory cells (Beura et al. 2018a; Osborn et 

al. 2017).  

Recently, another reporter model was established that uses the transcription factor 

Hobit to label Trm, in order to delineate the fate of Trm during reinfection (Behr et al. 

2020). This system is non inducible, which means that the cells are not labeled once 

at a tightly controlled time point but express the reporter each time Hobit is expressed. 

The Hobit-reporter mouse was used to show that Hobit expressing memory cells 

accumulate after reactivation in peripheral tissues and are later also found in circulation 

(Behr et al. 2020). This does not reflect the behavior of the CD103+ Trm that is 

described here, but rather reflects the heterogenous CD103- compartment. Further 

research needs to delineate if the Hobit-reporter model fate maps CD103- Trm alone 

or in conjunction with Tem upregulating Hobit during reinfection.  

Concludingly, the presented data is in line with recent publications, as an increase 

in antigen specific memory cells in the organ can be shown. In addition, the presented 

work highlights the unique behavior of the phenotypically and numerically stable 

CD103+ Trm subset in the SI in comparison to the CD103- cell compartment, which 

replaces CD103+ Trm in the course of infection. 

Further, the residency of the CD103+ Trm could be demonstrated during and after 

reinfection because no reporter positive cells were found in draining lymph nodes or 

the periphery. This corresponds to recent papers that looked at the residency of 

memory cells during chronic infection, where in parabiotic experiments little migration 

of memory cells between mice was shown (Im et al. 2020). Further, photoconverted 

cells in the skin did not drain to the lymph nodes after rechallenge (Park et al. 2018). 

Reports that show draining to the lymph node of reactivated “resident” memory cells 

rely on surface markers like CD69, that is shared by recently activated cells in the 

periphery (Beura et al. 2018a). The tissue exit described by the Hobit-reporter model, 
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goes along the same line, as the reporter is not temporally controlled, and reporter 

expression does not account for a true resident phenotype during rechallenge (Behr et 

al. 2020). Thus, tissue exit of CD69 single positive cells in tissues cannot be precluded 

but the system presented here reliably shows that CD103+ Trm were found to be locally 

retained. 

CD103+ Trm showed limited proliferation and no tissue exit, thus their phenotype 

during rechallenge was further characterized by an RNA-sequencing analysis. Trm 

have been shown to improve immunity against recurring pathogens, and their effect 

goes from cell contact mediated killing to a tissue wide initiation of an anti-pathogenic 

state (Schenkel et al. 2014a; Ariotti et al. 2014). Genetic analyses presented above 

showed a clear distinction of CD103+ Trm and the CD103- cell compartment. While the 

CD103- population contained markers from different memory subsets, the CD103+ Trm 

showed markers of conventional residency during steady state. 

CD103 was used before to differentiate Trm subsets in the SI-LP after Yersinia 

infection (Bergsbaken and Bevan 2015). CD103-CD69+ and CD103+CD69+ cells differ 

in cytokine and chemokine receptors and persist both within the tissue (Bergsbaken et 

al. 2017). Others used different markers like Blimp, Id3 or NR4A1 as putative Trm 

subset markers (Omilusik et al. 2019; Kurd et al. 2020; Boddupalli et al. 2016). 

Together, the idea of a heterogenous Trm compartment in peripheral organs could be 

substantiated with the presented data, which show a clear distinction of CD103+ and 

CD103- Trm. 

Analysis with IPA revealed an innate like sensor function for these cells. This alarm 

inducing function of Trm was also observed by other groups, but the division in labor 

regarding proliferation and production of specific chemokines or cytokines has not yet 

been studied in depth (Mackay et al. 2016; Bergsbaken et al. 2017). CD103+ Trm were 

found to be reactivated in a non-cognate fashion, which was already described and 

results from a immunological microenvironment created by the innate immune 

response (Kadoki et al. 2017; Richer et al. 2013; Steinbach et al. 2016; Soudja et al. 

2012). Yet, antigen specific rechallenge revealed a sentinel gene signature that 

balances effector function with the protection of tissue integrity. 

Together the genetic analyses confirmed the previous data, that the CD103+ Trm 

are a distinct population with a balanced function to protect from antigen and persevere 

the organ during rechallenge.  
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Concludingly, a tissue specific division of labor was observed with the CD103- 

compartment increasing in number and consisting of a heterogenous memory cell pool, 

while the CD103+ Trm exhibit minimal proliferation capacity, are replaced during 

rechallenge, do not leave their organ, and serve as sentinels for pathogenic invasion. 

A further delineation of the function of CD103+ cells can also be expected, as the 

presented rescue system, based on a floxed DTR, works in a specific and efficient 

manner. This rescue-CD103-model can be employed to eliminate all circulating cells 

and CD103- cells in the tissue during steady-state. This opens the door to find out more 

about the contribution of CD103+ Trm during rechallenge. 
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4.2 CD69 transgenic model cannot be used in this configuration  
A BAC-transgenic CD69 reporter mouse was generated and validated for reliable 

indication of CD69 expression and specifically Trm identity. Therefore, CD69 reporter 

mice were crossed to mice carrying a floxed STOP codon in front of either YFP or 

dTomato. Additionally, the mice were crossed to a P14 background to allow the use in 

the well-studied LCMV based model. The expression of fluorescent reporter protein 

was low during early and late labelling. Further, late labelling revealed a CD69 

independent activation of the reporter. Thus, this specifically generated mouse strain 

cannot be used reliably for Trm fate mapping. 

One pitfall during the generation of these mice was the low yield in transgenic mice. 

Only one transgenic pub was retrieved after pronuclear injection. As BAC transgene 

insertion into the genome happens randomly, it cannot be precluded that the insertion 

site of the transgene in this founder mouse was in a transcriptionally inactive region or 

at a too low number (Haruyama et al. 2009). This would lead to a positive genotyping 

result by PCR, which does not predict efficient reporter activation.  

Furthermore, it was shown, that CD69 is regulated not only on the transcript level, 

but also on the protein level (Bai et al. 2007). S1PR1, which is positively 

transcriptionally regulated by KLF2, was shown to engage in a competitive protein-

protein interaction with CD69. KLF2 overexpression led to decrease of surface CD69 

levels, while leaving CD69 mRNA levels intact (Bai et al. 2007). This could lead to 

incorrect interpretation of the reporter expression, which would stay the same as CD69 

surface protein decreases with elevated KLF2 expression. 

Further, it was shown, that Cre activity has a cytotoxic effect on highly proliferating 

cells, due to additional genomic instability (Kurachi et al. 2019). This should be taken 

into consideration, when tamoxifen is administered early during the immune response 

in vivo or in vitro. Nevertheless, the reporter expression during memory phase was 

also at low extent. So, the generally low expression of the reporter was more likely to 

disadvantageous genetic placement of the construct.  

Together, the CD69 fate-mapping approach could still hold potential to be used for 

Trm characterization. Therefore, new founder mice should be generated and validated 

for efficacy and specificity. This could be done in a new round of pronuclear injection 

of the existing BAC or a CRISPR/Cas-mediated knock-in of the ERT2-Cre into the CD69 

locus. Further, as the definition of diverse Trm subsets is also dependent on other fate-
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mapping markers it could be favorable to generate reporter mice based on different 

recombinases like flipase to enable combining fate-mapping systems. 



  

 

 

  
Conclusion and Outlook 

 

 

Trm remain in peripheral organs and lymphoid tissues after infection and generate 

local immune responses against re-emerging pathogens. Despite recent insights into 

their phenotypic properties and site specificity, there are still major uncertainties about 

their exact behavior upon reinfection. Particularly, since no reliable and unambiguous 

fate-mapping systems are available that allow Trm-specific cell tracing. Therefore, a 

reliable fate-mapping model and a complementary system that specifically installs Trm 

before reinfections was developed in this work to specifically describe the behavior and 

contribution of Trm during reinfection. These novel models overcome issues of 

traditional methods for studying Trm, like parabiosis, transplantation or adoptive 

transfer of memory cells, by allowing Trm to be analyzed in their natural environment 

without major experimental intervention. 

While the CD69-reporter was not reliable to fate map Trm, the CD103-reporter 

could be used to gain insight in Trm biology. The work demonstrated a specialized 

CD103+ Trm population in the SI-LP, which has limited reexpansion potential, is 

replaced with newly formed Trm, and protects in a balanced way between anti-

pathogenic interventions and tissue integrity.  

Further genetic and functional analysis on these cells could provide more 

mechanistic insights about their biology. This can be done by expanding the NGS 

analyses to more timepoints and the use of the rescue-CD103-model, which could 

specify the protective capacity of this memory cell subset. Further, the quantitative 

imaging approach can be employed to describe cells in proximity to Trm in tissues and 

provide more insight into their behavior by statistically analyzing tissue distribution.  

CD103+reporter+ Trm are also found during chronic infection (data not shown), and 

the significance of Trm in chronic infection is still facing large gaps (Im et al. 2020). 

Therefore, the reporter system should be used in a chronic model to characterize Trm, 
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especially as their significance in tumors is already established (Webb et al. 2015; 

Wang et al. 2015). 

Further the CD103-zsGreen-reporter can not only be employed in a CD8+ T cell 

specific way but can also be crossed to other T cell transgenic backgrounds, like CD4 

transgenic SMARTA mice (Kilshaw and Murant 1990; Cerf-Bensussan et al. 1987; 

Oxenius et al. 1998).  

Together, the presented CD103-fate-mapping model holds great potential to find 

out more about the biology of not only Trm but all CD103 expressing cells.



  

 

 

  
Materials and Abbreviations 

 

 

6.1 Materials 
Table 1 shows the buffers used for processing of cells and table 2 commercial 

reagents and kits. Table 3 shows the used antibodies. 

 

Table 1: Solutions for cell processing 

Buffer Composition 
FACS buffer PBS  

2% Heat inactivated FCS 

0.01% NaN3 

cleaning buffer for SI PBS 

1 % EDTA 

digestion solution for SI RPMI-1640 Medium 

2 % HEPES 

24 % Liberase TL 

1.7 % DNAse  

Fixation-buffer 10 ml FACS buffer 

2 % formaldehyde  

Permeabilization-buffer 0.25 % saponin 

0.25 % BSA 

ACK-buffer (1x) 0.15 M NH4Cl  

1 mM KHCO3  

0.1 mM Na2EDTA in dH2O (pH 7.2-7.4) 

Medium supplement 5 mM Hepes,  
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50 µM 2-Mercaptoethanol,  

100 U/ml Penicillin/ Streptomycin 

 

Table 2: Commercial reagents and kits 

Reagent Manufacturer Cat# 
PBS Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, 

USA 

D8537-1L 

10 x PBS Thermo Fisher Scientific, 

Waltham, USA 

10722497 

RPMI-1640  Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, 

USA 

R8758 

BHI Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, 

USA 

53286 

Percoll Cytiva, Bronshoj, Denmark 17-0891-02 

Formaldehyde Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, 

USA 

F8775-25ML 

Corn oil Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, 

USA 

C8267 

Acetone VWR, Radnor, 

Pennsylvania, USA 

APC131007.1214 

Dynabeads Mouse T-

Activator CD3/CD28 

Thermo Fisher Scientific, 

Waltham, USA 

11453D 

(Z)-4-Hydroxy-

Tamoxifen 

Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, 

USA 

H7904-5MG 

Tamoxifen Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, 

USA 

10540-29-1 

Recombinant hTGF-β1 BioLegend, San Diego, 

USA 

580704 

Recombinant mouse 

IL-2 

Peprotech, Hamburg, 

Germany 

212-12 

Brefeldin A Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, 

USA 

B7651 
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DTX  Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, 

USA 

322326 

Albumin Fraction V Carl Roth GmbH + Co. KG, 

Karlsruhe, Germany  

2923225 

Heparin VWR, Radnor, 

Pennsylvania, USA 

A3004,0001 

EDTA Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, 

USA 

EDS-100G 

Agar Merck, Darmstadt, 

Germany 

1.01615.1000 

Heat inactivated FCS BioCat GmbH, 

Heidelberg 

EXO-FBS-50A-1 

CD8a+ T Cell Isolation 

Kit, mouse 

Miltenyi Biotec, Bergisch 

Gladbach, Germany 

130-104-075 

Avidin/Biotin Blocking 

System 

BioRad Laboratories Inc, 

Hercules, Kalifornien, 

Vereinigte Staaten 

BUF016 

Prolong Gold mounting 

buffer 

Thermo Fisher Scientific, 

Waltham, USA 

11559306 

Zombie NIR™ Fixable 

Viability Kit 

BioLegend, San Diego, 

USA 

423105 

Agencourt RNAdvance 

Cell v.2 kit  

Beckman Coulter, 

Pasadena, USA 

A47942 

SMART-Seq v.4 Ultra 

Low Input RNA Kit for 

Sequencing  

Takara/Clontech, Mountain 

View, USA 
634891 

Illumina Nextera XT 

DNA Library reagents  

Illumina, San Diego, USA FC-131-1024 

Agilent High Sensitivity 

DNA Kit  

Agilent, Santa Clara, USA 5067-4626 

KAPA SYBR FAST 

qPCR Master Mix 

Kapa Biosystems, 

Wilmington, USA 

KK4600 
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Table 3: Antibodies 

Name Clone Manufacturer 
CXRCR1 PB SA011F11 Biolegend 

CD45.1 PeCy7 A20 eBioscience 

CD45.1 eF450 A20 eBioscience 

CD69 PE H1.2F3 eBioscience 

CD69 FITC H1.2F3 eBioscience 

CD8 AF700 53-6.7 eBioscience 

CD8 BV711 53-6.7 eBioscience 

CD103 AF647 2EF BioLegend 

CD62L PeCy7 MEL-14 eBioscience 
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6.2 Abbreviations 
ActA    actin assembly-inducing protein 

APC    antigen presenting cells 

BAC    bacterial artificial chromosome 

cfu   colony forming units 

DCs    dendritic cells 

DTR   Diphtheria toxin receptor 

DTX   Diphtheria toxin 

FRT    female reproductive tract 

HSV    herpes simplex virus  

InlA   InternalinA 

i.p.   intraperitoneal injection 

IPA    Ingenuity pathway analysis 

LCMV   lymphocytic choriomeningitis virus  

LCMV-Arm   LCMV-Armstrong 

LCMV-c13  LCMV-clone13 

Lm    Listeria monocytogenes  

Lm-OVA-Ina_mut Listeria monocytogenes with a mutated InternalinA  

MZ    marginal zones 

MLN   mesenteric lymph nodes 

min    minute 

NK cell   natural killer cell 

OHT    4-hydroxytamoxifen 

pfu   plaque forming units 

PCA   principal component analysis  

RT   room temperature 

SI-LP   small intestine lamina propria 

TCF1   transcriptional regulator T cell factor 1 

Tcm   Central memory T cells  

Tem   Effector memory T cells 

Tregs   regulatory T cells 

Trm   resident memory CD8+ T cells 

VSV-OVA   vesicular stomatitis virus-ovalbumin 

WP   white pulp
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